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NATURAL HEEOUECES SECTION

HEPOHT NUMBSH 104

9 March 1948.

THE JAPANESS TUHA FISHEHIES

SUMMARY

1. Japan la admirably situated for exploiting the tunas, as many tuna pecieii enter
Ite waters at some time during; their wide migrations. It has thus heen possible for the
Japanese to catch these species and to recognize them as desirable food items since ancient
times.

2. Prior to and during most of the Melji Era (1867-1912), tuna fishing operations were
on a small scale and confined to coastal waters. With the introduction of irotor-driven ves-
sels, however, taking increased amounts of tuna became possible, especially from the off-
shore pelagic waters. The fisheries were therefore able to expand until they now rank as

a major Japanese Industry.

3. During the 1930' s the tuna catch in coastal and offshore home waters approached
its maximum, and it becaune evident that increased production would require the exploitation
of overseas fishing grounds. Moreover, the opening of foreign markets for tuna products
in 1929 created eiddltional enthusiasm for developing the fisheries further. In the years
prior to World War II explorations were undertaken to determine new areas that could con-
tribute materially towards an increased tuna catch. Albacore fishing grounds were located
in the mid-Pacific area and were fished Intensively. Major fishing grounds for the yellow-
fin tuna were discovered in the tropical zone. Cominerclal fishing operations In the former
Mandated Islands began in 1938, but the catch never reached large proportions because fuel
allotments to fishing vessels operating from home ports were considerably curtailed by the
army euid navy. Thus, in the years before World War II, Japanese tuna operations were con-
fined largely to home waters, although much Information was obtained which indicated the

possibility of further expansion in the fisheries.

4. Knowledge of the extent of the tuna groande in the western Pacific Ocenn is most
complete for the commercially important species. The research on this group of fishes also
reflects their importance to the Japanese. The skipjack, black tuna, albacore, and yellow-
fin tuna are the only tunas for which biological information of any consequence has been
obtained. However, much of this information is unco-ordlnated and scattered throu^ the
literature.

5. The main types of fishing gear used in the tuna fisheries are the pole and line amd
the long line. Pole and line angling, employing live bait or a jig as a lure, is practiced
for surface fishing. The species most comironly obtained by this method is the skipjack.

Albacore, yellowfin tuna, or big-eyed tuna of small size, found feeding on the surface, are
also taken with this gear. The long line technique has been developed to a high degree of
perfection by the Japanese in order to fish b'elow surface levels la the offshore pelagic
waters, Albacore, black tuna, yellowfin tuna, and big-eyed tuna are teJcen largely by this
method. Marlins, swordflsh, and eallflsh are also caught in considerable numbers on long
lines and are included by the Japanese in the species comprising the tuna fisheries. Other
tuna gear of lesser importance are the huge trap-like set nets, drift nets, circling nets,
trolling Jigs, and spears.

This report was prepared by Dr Sidney Shapiro, scientific consultant. Fisheries Division.
Dr Katsuzo Kuronuma, biologist at the Tokyo Central Tlsheries Experimental Station, aided
materially in compiling the data. All Illustrations were made by Kateuyuki Klta and Saburo
Satouchi, draftsman and artist respectively for Fisheries Division. 5
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IHTEODUCTIOH

I}urlng the laet several decades thn tunas have assumed a position of major Importance
In commerolal fisheries throughout the world. Much Interest now centers in this group
because of the tremendous demand In many countries for canned tuna products either for
Indigenous consumption or for thnlr value as export items. Important fisheries consequently
have been developed in North American and northern European countries. In Japan and in the
Mediterranean region» however, not only are the tunas of considerable present-day Importance
but they have been taken since ancient times and have been among the most esteemed of all
fish.

Japan is admirably situated for exploiting the lar^e oceanic species, many of which per-
form wide migrations and enter its coastal and offshore waters at some time during their life

histories. Two Island chains, the Philipplne-Byukyu and the KarianaE-Bonin-Izu, converge
into the southern half of Japan (figure l). These island groups, with shallow water and
adequate food present In their immediate vicinity, provide a series of stepping stones for
(be northward migration of large fish. In Japanese waters, the tunas are able to find an
abundance of the small fish and pelagic crustaceans that conpriee the bulk of their diet.

Other features of the weutern i'aciflc Ocean are also responsible for directing the
far-ranging tunas into Jfipaneee sea regions. Since the tunas are primarily warm water forms,
they enter Japanese waters during the summer months because of the widening Influence of
the North Equatorial Current and the consequent progressive warming of the waters along the
Japan coasts (compare FiLn-'-res 2 and 3). The areae through which the currents (the Kuroshio
OS the Pacific side and the Tsushima in the Sea of Japan) flow have been the major regions
for tuna operations. The fishing season for the most important commercial species reaches
its peak during the late summer in the sea regions east of northern Honshu. Current and
temperature are important in determlnli^ the seaoonal occurrence and abundance of the tunas

i

and any variation froir. the normal profoundly affects the fisheries for these species.

Numerous references to the tunas as articles of diet occur in Japanese claseical litera-
ture. These indicate the ancient status of the fisheries, but, unfortunately, few hints in

the old writings show what the earliest fishing methods were. Authorities assume that the
most primitive fishing technique was hook and line, spears, or traps set in places ordinar-
ily visited by those tunas that enter shallow coastal waters during their migrations.

Prior to and during most of the Meiji Sra (1867-1912), rowboats (tskoglbune) or small
ailing vessels (shohansen) were used for tuna fishing. Thus, operations were necessarily
confined to coastal waters. The introduction of motor-driven vessels made it possible to

develop the pelagic offshore fisheries. In 1906 the first skipjack vessel equipped with
an engine was operated successfully, and the following year an engine was installed in a
tuna long line boat. 1/ Fishing in the Bonln Islands by vessels operating directly from
a Japanese port began in 1909. By 1910-11 all vessels operating in the offshore waters were
equipped with engines. Larger boate were constructed and practical fishing operations be-
came possible at increaKingly greet distances from land.

At first the skipjack g/, which was in great demand by the Japanese housewife for use
ss a ccndiment , was the only species exploited by the offshore fishermen to any great extent.
The skipjack remained the most important member of the group of large pelagic species, but,

following the first shipment of canned albacore from Japan to New lork in 1929, an increasing
demand arose for tuna products to supply a growing export market. In later years the export
of canned and frozen tuna products in large quantities became increasingly necessary to the
Japanese Qovernment because of its efforts to establish credits for world trade*

1/ See section on Tuna Fishing Vessels , for explanation of types of vessels.

8/ This species (Katsuwonus pelamie) has a worldwide distribution and is known by a variety
of vernacular names, for example, bonito, osaanic bonlto, striped-bellied bonito, striped
tuna, and skipjack. Snglish translations of Japanese fisiiery papers refer to the species
as the bonito. However, skipjack is this preferred name in this paper, because this term

is used in United States statistical reports.

6
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with the Increasing demand for t'ana products, operations In home waters approached
their practical maximumi and It hecame evident that a further increase In production would
require exploitation of new fishing grounds. During the decade prior to World War II the
Japsmeee tuna clipperc ranged throughout the entire western Pacific Ocean, as far east as
the Hawaiian Islands, south to the areas around New Guinea and the Dutch East Indies, and
southwest into the Indian Ocean. Many of the voyages, especially to the Indo-Paciflc region
and the Mandated Islands area, were surveys made to determine the heet fishing grounds for
future exploitation. Since the alhacore had the greatest export value of all the tunas,
fishing grounds for this species were surveyed and became more extended each year. The mid-
Pacific area proved to he an important fishing ground for the winter alhacore. Major fish-
ing grounds for the yellowfln tuna and marline 3/ were located in the tropical zone, and in
19?e commerclsil fishing by vessels based in Japan was started in the Mandated Islands area.
Tuna fishing was also conducted near the southern California coast. The amount of catch in
Hawaiian and California waters was insignificant as the trips to these localities were pri-
marily naval operations.

The extent of Japanese operations in various fishing areas can be realized from the
general tun?, survey conducted by the Tokyo Central Fisheries ISxperimental Station in 1939.
The data permit determination of the comparative amounts of the total catch obtained in each
of eight major fishing regions (Figure 4). It is evident that the distant offshore tuna
fisheries, despite the efforts of the fishermen and encouragement by various government
agencies, were undeveloped emd never reached the proportions attained in Japanese home waters.
The chief limitation was the curtailment by the Japanese array and navy of fuel allotments
to the larger fishing vessels. In order to conserve fuel, plans were under way for opera-
ting mother-ship fleets, as the salmon and crab induetries did in northern waters, but they
did not materialize because of the outbreak of the war.

The present publication is a digest and analysis of the information obtained from the
Japanese on the tunas. It is based on a survey of available literature, conferences with
research personnel auxd Bureau of Fisheries officials, and dlBcuesions with fishermen.
Because of the difficulty of translating much of the original oiaterial into English, this
report will be augmented by future work.

Heallzlng the importance of the fisheries, the Japanese have completed numerout studies,
especially on the comn.ercially valuable species, but their research has been guided mainly
by efforts to locate areas of greatest concentration. Considerable oceanographlc data have
been accumulated for several of the species, but, here again, for the primary purpose of
detemining the ccndltions under which the fish can best be found and caught. Information
on the life histories and migrations of even the better known species ie almost totally
lacking. Age and growth studies are still in the initial phases of investigation. The
types of fishing vessels and the fishing techniques used by the Japanese In the tuna fish-
eries are reported in considerable detf>ll. Available data on the economics of the fisheries,
pre- and postwar, are given, but the compilation of complete statistics has been neglected
by the Japanese, and the many gaps in their information prevent the presentation of a com-
plete picture.

3/ Tuna lonjj line boats operating in the offshore pelagic waters take a large proportion
of the marlin, swordfish, and sallfish catch. Traditionally the Japanese include
these species in the tuna fisheries, without regard to biological relationships. This
practice often lends to difficultlee as this grouping generally has been followed in
compiling tuna fisheries statistics. Separation by species is rarelj"- made, and the

Japanese use the term "tuna" to Include all true tunas (maguro) plus these allied forms.
Occasionally marllns, swordfish, and sallfish are distinguished from the true tunas
and grouped into a separate category, the spearflshes (kajikl).

10
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CLASSIFICATION

1. general

The pelagic epeciee dlBcaesed in this paper are memhers of two orders of fisheei
the Scombri formes and the Xlphilformes. Despite the fact that the majority of the species
are well known to the layman and have heen fished intensively In many parts of the world
for hoth sport and commercial purposes, their claselfication is still unsettled. The huge
size of many of the species prevents museums from preserving specimens, and scientific work-
ers have been unable to obtain adequate material from different regions for comparison.

A brief outline of the generally accepted major families within each of the two
orders Is presented below merely to orient the reader, as it is not within the scope of this
paper to discuss either classification or nomenclature. Hepresentative species in each fam-
ily are glveni followed by widely used Snglish and Japanese common names. The species mark-
ed with an asterisk are the commercially important Japanese oceanic forms.

Order SCOMBRIFOBJtEo

yamlly Scombrldae (mackerels: saba)
Scomber Japonicus (common mackerel: honsabai maeaba)

Family Katsuwonldae (small tunas: katsuo)
• KatsuwonuB pelamis (skipjack: katsuo)
ButhynnuB yaito (mackerel tuna: yaito)
Auxie tapelnosoma (frigate mackerel; marusoda)

Family Thunnldae (tunas: maguro)
• Thunnus orl entails (black tuna: kuromaguro)
• ThunnuB germo (albacore: blncho)
• Parathunngg mabachl (big-eyed tuna: mebachl

)

• Meothunnua macropterue (yellowfin tuna: ki hadamaguro

)

Family Cybiidae (seer-fiBhee: sawara)
Sawara nlphonia (Spanish mackerel: sawara)
Sarda oriontalis (oriental bonlto: hagatsuo)

Order XIPHIIFOEMES

Family Istiophoridae (sailflsh and marllns: kajikl)
• Makalra mi t sukuri

i

(striped marlln: makajikl)
• Makal ra mazara (black marllns kurokajlki)
• kakaira inarllna (white marlln: shlrokajiki)
• Istiophorus orientalie (sailflsh: bashokajikl)

Family Xlphildae (swordfish: kaJlkl)
• Xlphlas gladiUB (broadbill swordfish: mekajikl)

The Bcombrlform fishes are characterized by a series of finlets which extend from
the dorsal and anal fins back to the base of the caudal fin. On the sides of the caudal
region they possess two or three pairs of lateral fleshy outgrowths which act as keels.
All scombroid fishes are remarkably streamlined, with the forward fins (pectorals, pelvics.
and first dorsal) fitting into grooves or slots when they are folded. bv>t perfect stream-
lining is more nearly attained in the plump spindle-like form characteristic of the truly
oceanic types. The scombroids include species that are primarily coastal In their habitat
preference (for exaiqple. the common mackerel and the Spemlsh mackerel). However, the more
spectacular species are those that attain gigantic sizes. They are inhabitants of the off-
chore pelagic waters, although several species, notably the skipjack and the black tuna.
enter shallow coastal waters In considerable numbers, apparently for the purpose of feeding.
These offshore forms, together with the xiphllforms (discussed below), are the species that

support the Japanese tuna fisheries.

The zlphliforms possess an upper Jaw prolonged into a spear or sword composed of

consolidated bone. The body, like that of the mackerel fishes. Is streeunllned. and, here
too. the forward fins fit Into grooves or slots. One ar two pairs of lateral keels are

12
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present on the caudal region. Pelvic flna are either very thin ana elongated or are miss-

ing. All species attain gigantic si«e and are highly prised ty sport fishermen for their

fighting qualitlea. In Japan, however, the sailfish, awordfioh. and the aarllna are fished

only by commerolal methods. Little Is known ahoat the Mology of theee species.

As stated previously, the Japanese research on the oceanic fishes reflects the com-

mercial importance of each. Hesum^s of the available knowledge on the four most important

species follow. These species, the skipjack, the black tuna, the albacore, and the yellow-

fin tuna, are virtually the only ones for which biological Information of any consequence

has been obtained.

SKIPJACK
Kateuwonus pelaais (linnaeus)

Katsuo, Eatsuut Mandara, Magatsuo

1. Oeneral

Bvldence Indicates that the skipjack has, from ancient times, been an imoortant

article of diet for the Japanese people. Prehistoric remains of skipjack bones have been

found, along with those of the black tuna and other species, in shell mounds excavated in

northeastern Honshu. Since hooks, spears, and sinkers made of the horn or bone of land

animals were occasionally found beside these bone remains, it is aasomed that the ancient

people took the skipjack either by angling or by spearing when it entered shallow coastal

waters.

The oldest recorded reference to the skipjack Is in the Kojlkl, written about 712,

in which it Is stated that the »katsuo" (hard fish) was dried on the roofs of the fisher-

men's homes. According to the Hippon 'Shoki, published in 720, the sklpj»«k was eaten raw

at that time. In the Engishlkl, a classical work on court ceremonies published in 907,

the skipjack was described as being caught in the waters off Mle, Shly.uoka, Eanagawa, Chiba,

Kochi, Miyazaki, and Wakayama prefectures (Tamamoto. 1942, pp 138-143). A variety of foods

were prepared from it, many of which were given to the government and court as tribute.

During the time of the Tokugawa Shoguns (1603-1867) extravagant prices were paid

for the quick delivery at Yedo (Tokyo) of the skipjack taken In the late spring, the season

during which the fish was in prime condition for being eaten raw. Thus the skipjack has,

from early times, been a highly prized fish, and even today the Je^anese consider it the
most valuable of the pelagic species.

The skipjack fisheries were restricted to coastal waters until the development
of motor-driven vessels permitted the gradual extension of the fishing grounds from the

shore to the open sea. The great demand for this species was sufficient incentive to

warrant extending the fishing grounds until, in the northwest Pacific region, they reach
a distance of almost 600 miles from the Jfqjanese coast. Thus the shore fishery has de-

clined in relative importance, and the offshore grounds, which contain the larger popula-
tions of skipjacks, now supply the bulk of the catch.

2. Diagnostic Characteristics

The skipjack (Figure 5) may be recognized by the four or more dark, longitudinal,
bands against the white pigment on the lower half of the body. The back Is dark bluish
violet, with some faint transverse light-colored markings on the posterior half. All fine
are dusky In e^pearance although the second dorsal, anal, and caudal are lighter than the
others. The body Is pluii^, sharply pointed, and almost circular in cross-section. The
skipjack la naked except for a corselet of scales found in the region of the anterior fins
and a few Islolated, minute scales scattered over the remainder of the body.

3. Distri bution and Migration

Although data on the ekipjeck are more complete than for any of the other scombroid
fishes, the Japanese literature contains few precise startements regarding its distribution

13
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p.nd migration pathe In the westarn Pacific Ocean. The following Ir.fDrmation i» based on

fragmentary material presented In various scientific Joumale, augmented by reports sab-

mltted by flehlng and reaearch vessels.

JCvldenoe, based on fishing areas, density of the populations In different regions,

and the months of the year in which the species generally appears in different localities.

Indicates that two major groups of skipjacks migrate into Japanese waters (Figure 5).

One group, which fishermen believe orglnates in the Celeb»s and Molucca seas,

proceeds northward along the Philippine Islands and enters the waters of the Ryukyus.

Skipjacks are present in the ^rukyu waters throughout the year. Weather conditions, how-

ever, make fishing operations imposElble in January. Two types of fish are taken in these

waters: rasident schools, which are fished principally in the areas around the small is-

lands and on shallow banks; and migratory shoals, which are found in any part of the region,

although usually they are taken in the open sea over deep water. The migratory fish are

distinguished from the nonir.igratory forms by their relatively heavier bodies. They com-

prise about 60 percent of the total catch in the Eyukyus (Alkawa, 1937, pp 17-21). In the

early spring the migratory shoals move northward and between April and June appear off Japan

in the vicinity of Shizuoka «uid Kanagawa prefectures, east central Honshu, A few schools

occasionally enter the Sea of Japan, and skipjacks are taken there In small noinbera in late

autuain or early winter (Klshlnouye, 1923, p 454).

The other group of skipjacks, which It is believed originates In the area of the

former Mandated Islands and New Guinea, moves northward through the Marianas and Bonin is-

land chains. Members of this group are present in Bonin waters at all seasons of the year,

but fishing operations are not carrlfld on In January and February becauso of unfavorable

weather conditions. This group also consists of resident and migratory populations.

During the spring the migratory schools move northwaird into Jeqpanose waters and meat the

shoals advancing from the Byukyus.

The large concentrations of skipjacks advancing along the Pacific coast of Japan
reach the area off the northeastern coast of Honshu, known as the Tohoka sea region, by

late summer. When oceanographic conditions are favorable the shoals occstelonally advance

to Itrap and Shlkotan islands in the Kuril Islands. In an analysis of the skipjack schools

appearing in the Tohoku sea region during 1934 and 1935. Aikawa (1937, p 21) presented evi-

dence that they were composed of 60 percent Syukyu and 20 percent Bonin stock.

Slclpjaoks entering Japanese waters during the summer are sexually Immature. It

Is quite evident that they migrate northward solely for the purpose of feeding. The average
weight of the Individuals landed is about four kilograms. The maxlmam weight obtained rare-
ly exceeds eight kilograms (Tamamoto, 1942, pp 138-139).

Oaually the skipjaok migrates as far north as 43<^H latitude and then returns south
to about 40'^. During late September and October the fish begin to disappear and are no
longer seen at the surface. Tho direction of migration is not definitely known, but during
late fall and winter months tuna boats operating long lines in the mid-I-aciflo region have
taken skipjacks swimming in deep waters. It may be inferred that the fish are moving either
directly east or southeast.

Some workers claim that the species performs one great migration covering the whole
area of the Paelfle. To support this contention they cite the fact that large schools of
fully mature Individuals have been eeuxght from Hay through July In the region where the
Counter Equatorial Current passes through the former Mandated Isleuds (Ceo-ollne, Marshall,
ami Palau groups). These fish are seen approaching from the east. Other biologists main-
tain that several races of skipjacks exist • eaich peculiar to a different locality emd each
making feeding and spawning migrations of its own. Neither school of thought has been able
to supply factual data to establish its contention.

The fishing grounds for the skipjack in the southern regions are not truly Indic-
ative of Its distribution (Figure 6). Fishing operations for the species were of a local
nature, carried on by small companies located at selected Island bases. According to
T. Hakayama, skipjack expert for the Japanese Tuna Fishermen's Assoolatloni the apecles Is

15
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•cattnred over the wide area extending from the Mandated lelande weat through the Philippine*

and the I>uteh East Indies into the Indian Oceaii. The fleh are found e^eryvhere throughoat

this enormoas area, although they tend to congregate around the isleuid groups where more

food Is presumably available. The density of the populations Is about one percent that of

the schools found In Japanese waters. Howeyeri because weather conditions 'are uniform and

mild all year round, operation* can be carried on over long periods of time, and vessels

can raake over-all catches conqjarable with those In northern waters.

Many of the eklpjack schools found in the southern regions are composed of very

small. Immature fish, Indicating that the spawning grounds may be located In this area. A
young specimen measuring six Inches In length, the smallest recorded by the Japanese, was

taken In the vicinity of the Bismarck Islands. Other reports indicate that the Molucca and

Celebes seas may also be areas of spawning activity. Ripe Individuals have been taken from
schools entering Oorontalo Bay (an arm of the Molucca Sea). When leaving the bay the fish
had spent ovaries.

4. Oeeanographlc Data

Studies have been undertaken to determine the water temperatures and current con-
ditions most suitable for large concentrations of skipjacks. Information of this nature
could be valuable for predicting the future location of important fishing grounds, but the
work on the species is in Its initial phases and does not cover the full possibilities of
this type of research.

Surface temperatures In relation to fishing success were analyzed by Takayama,
Ikeda, and Ando (1934, pp 55-56) from Information obtained in 1930 by commercial and re-
search vessels operating along the Pacific coast of Japan. The results indicated that the
range of teiperatare in which aklpjacks were taken was between 170 and 31°C, with the most
favorable temperatures between 20.5° and 26.5''C. As the migration proceeded northward the

temperature for the fishing grounds yielding the peak catch changed from the higher (26.5**C)

to the lower (20.5'»C).

The fluctuations of the catch for three prefectures, Miyagl (northern Honshu),
Shlzuoka (central Honshu), and Eagoshlma (Kyushu), we.'o correlated with surface water temp-
erature over a nine-year period, 1929-37 (Uda, 1938, pp 77-78). Forecast* based on water
ten5)erature during the winter indicated the probable productivity of the major fishing
grounds during the following spring and summer. In the years when the water temperature dur-'

ing the winter was higher than normal, the catch was relatively small In the south and abun-
dant in the north. Reverse conditions prevailed when the water teiq>erature In winter was
colder than normal. Tor example, cool waters in the vicinity of Kyushu during the winter
months were followed by a good catch in that region during the spring, whereas the catch off
the northeastern coast of Honshu during the summer was poor. The author believed that when
the temperature was comparatively low in the southern waters the schools tended to stay long-
er and move about in densely concentrated shoals. Thus fewer fish broke away and migrated
into the Tohoku region.

Fishing conditions for the skipjack in relation to oeeanographlc features such as
ocean currents and the vertical distribution of temperature gradients were analyzed by Uda
(1940, pp 145-147). In the Tohoku region the best catches were made when the difference in
temperature between the surface and 100 meters was at Its maxlmom (10° to 16°C). Whether
this difference was instrumental in forcing skipjacks to the surface or the concentrations
of sardines and. copepods (natural foods of the skipjack) at the surface was ths determining
factor Is not indicated. The peak catches were taken in the Karoshlo Current and were most
often found in the tongues of warm water extending into the cold cvirrent. In this connec-
tion several research workers have pointed out that during the past 20 years the appearance
of the skipjack has been delayed annually, although no effect on the general migration route
Is yet apparent. This yearly trend corresponds to the recant tendency of the warm Kuroshio
Cxirrent to be deflected southward, as shown in the oeeanographlc charts prepared by the
Tokyo Central Fisheries Sxperlmental Station.
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5. HatltB

When moving about • the aklpjacks are often grouped into ehoale composed of Be7eral
hundred to many thousands of fish. The fish seen to prefer the waters of the Kuroshlo Cur-
rent > which are wanner than those closer Inshorei for the offshore schools are larger and
more numerous than those In coastal waters. When sklpjaclcs attack a school of fish such as
sardines or anchovies, they surround them until a dense spherical mass Is formed. Then, as
stragglers become detached from the school of small flsht the slclpjacks prey upon them.

The earliest study on the feeding habits of the skipjack was made by Okamura and
M&rukawa (1909). Analysis of the stomach contents of fish collected by various fisheries
experimental stations throughout Japan showed the food of the skipjack to consist mainly of

sardines, gaetropod8> and large crustaceans. Succeeding studies have yielded similar re-
sults, and Kiehlnonye (1923, p 454), summarizing these works, stated the food to be medium-
sized plsmkton (such as amphlpode, larvae of Squilla and other crustaceans, pteropode, heter-
pods, calamarles) and Immature or small fish. In all food studies the sardine is listed as
the principal food, but it is highly probable that a large part of the food analyred was the.
bait used to catch the skipjack. Therefore, it is difficult to evaluate the importance of

the sardine as a natural food.

In a recent study (Suyehlro, 1938, pp 93-101) the etomach contents of 220 individuals
taken under various fishing conditions were analyzed. The main foods of the skipjack were
shown to be sardines, anchovies, cuttlefish, and pelagic crustaceans. The author also dis-
tinguished between the food habits of the resident and the migratory skipjack. The resident
populations living in shallow coastal places where abundant food (sardines, mackerel i horse
mackerel, shrimp, an^ihipods, crab larvae, etc) is available eat almost argrthing and can al-
wnys find food. In contrast, the migratory skipjacks swimming in the open sea or the deeper
coastal waters generally subsist on the Crustacea, cuttlefish, flying fish, and the occasion-
al schools of sardines found in the open ocnen and appear to be continually hungry. Since
the quantity of food present In the open sea is insufficient for the nnmber of fish present,
the migratory skipjacks are more easily taken by the fishermen.

6. Economics

The skipjack is eaten raw, boiled, or roasted bat Is most valuable when processed
Into "katsuobushi'* (dried skipjack stick). The methods utilized in preparing katsuobusbl
were probably developed at an early stage in the history of skipjack fishing, since the spe-

cies is soft-fleshed and decomposes r^idly during hot weather, which coincides with the

period of peak catch. The skipjack stick is prepared as followst

The flesh is first flleted from the bone and steamed. At this stage it Is known
as "naaaribushi" and will remain without spoiling for about a week or 10 days. A large part

of the catoh Is distributed in this manner. If processing is continued, however, the nam&ri-
buehi is subjected to alternate smoking and diying for a period of about three weeks, and the

weight is decreased to 20-30 percent of the original. Sun drying for one day follows, and

then the filets are placed in a barrel where normal growths of Asperlglllus (the penicillin-
producing mold) form on the surface. In addition to flavoring and dehydrating the fish, the

mold aids in removing fat and in breaking down complex amino acids into their slinpler forms.

The growth and scraping off of the mold, followed by sun drying, are repeated several times.

Mold growth ceases entirely when the flesh is thoroughly dehydrated. The weight has now been

reduced to about 17-18 percent of that of the original fresh filet. This finished product

in compearance and texture resembles a stick of hardwood, hence the name "dried skipjack
stick* Katsuobushi is one of the most appreciated condiments in the Ji^anese diet. The

sticks aire shaved and the shavings used to flavor soap and other dishes.

BLACK (OR BLUSFIH) TUMA
Thunnus or1 entails (Temninck & Schlegel)

Kaguro, Kiromaguro, Suroshibl, Mejl (immatare)

1. fleneral

The black tana t^proaches the J^anese coast during its seasonal migration and en-

ters shallow waters in great nnabers. Thas the Japanese people have long bean able to ase
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It aa an Important article In thnlr diet and have considernd It a favored fiah. Xvldence
that the black tana was eaten by the ancient people has been unearthed during excavations
of shell mounds in the Eanto and Tohoku regions. Bones which are Identifiable as those of

the black tana were uncovered from these mounds. little exlstsi howaveri to indicate the
first fishing techniques used to capture these giant fish. Aathorltlee believe that huge
traps placed in shtdlow waters were the most primitive method by which they were caught.
Vfhen the fish entered theee traps they were either clubbed to death or speared and drawn
up on shore. Until comparatively recent times the black tuna was taken almost solely In
coastal waters by set nets which were a natural development from single traps. With the
introduction of motor-driven vessels It was possible to use other gear for taking blausk

tunas in the deeper offshore waters. Today the species is caught for the most part by set

nets located close to shore and by long lines in the deeper eea regions.

Z. Dlagnostio Characteristics

The black tuna (Figure 7) can be recogniced by the short tapering pectoral fin,

which scarcely reaches the origin of the second dorsal fin. and by the sharp upward bend of

the lateral line at a point above the origin of the pectorals. The lateral line then bends
gradually dovmward and posteriorly. The back is nearly black, changing to a grayish blue
with metallic reflections in the posterior part. The belly is grayish with many colorless
dots. In mature epeclmens these markings tend to disappear. The first dorsal and the ven-
trals are grayleht the second dorsal is grayish with a yellow tip, the dorsal finlets are
yellowt the aaal and the anal finlets are sllvery> and the pectorals are nearly blaok.

Several differences between the Japanese species and the California bluef In tuna,

euch as color of the fins and ramification of the cutaneous blood vessels, were noted by
Kishlnouye (1923, p 440). However, detailed comparisons between these forms and the Hawaiian
and Australian common tunas have not been made, and the exact relationships of the various

geographically snpnrated Pacific units are as yet undetermined.

The mature black tunas taken In Japanese waters generally weigh between 125 and 200
kilograms, but the species attains even more gigantic sizes. Klshinouye (1923, p 439) re-

ported specimens welding about 375 kilograms taken near Odawara in 1913, and more recently
(date unknown) a specimen weighing 450 kilograms was taken in Toyama Bay on the Sea of Japan
coast of Honshu.

3. Distribution and Migration

The distribution of the black tana Is known only from the areas In which commercial
operations take place. Therefore, Its known distribution is more indieatlTe of areas where
the fish tend to shoal or congregate, thus meklsg eomoeroial operations feasible, rather than
of true range. The fishing grounds in the northwestern Pacific Ocean extend from Sakhalin and
and the southern Kuril Islands south along both coasts of Japan and the Korean coast, through
the ^ukyus and the Bonins to the area between southern Formosa and northern Luzon (Figure 6).

Records show that in recent years black tunas have been obtained in offshore waters east of

Japan by long line vessels fishing primarily for albacore or swordfish (Kimara, MS). The

known distribution of the species has thus been extended, but its true range will not be
ascertedned until research workers begin critical compilation of all records obtained through-

out the western Paolfie.

Data of value concerning the migratory routes followed by the bleick tuna in Japa-
nese waters are based solely on reports given by vessels as to seasonal changes In major fish-

ing grounds. Dr K. Kimara, of the Tokyo Central Fisheries Ibq>erlmental Station, Is now pre-
paring this material for publication. For Philippine waters, information has been supplied

by I}r H. Hakasnra, formerly of the Formosa Fisheries Experimental Station.

As the black tuna Is found in the southern ^rukyus daring Jane and In the Tohoku
coastal region (northeastern Honshu) at the eame time, several races within the species are

postulated by Japanese scientific workers. Morphological analysis to support this belief
has not been atteipted, but a division Into Japanese and Philippine units appears to be valid
from the evidence at hand. The information presented indicates the complexity of the life
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hlBtoxy of thle migratory spcoles; maeb IntnnBlTe reeeaxcb 1b needed before It can be aatls-
faetorllj' understood.

Japaneee Stock; During Becem'her and January, the black tuna la found In the sea
region directly south of Kyushu (Figure 8). From Fobniary through April, as the warm Kuro-
shlo Current extends Its Influence northward, the schools begin migrating along the eastern
coast of Kyushu and Shlkoku. Klmura (unpublished data) has evidence that, in this region,
the shoals begin to separate Into two groups. One continues northward along the Honshu
coast while the other moves southward to the areas around the Bonln, Calto, and Byukyu is-
lands.

The shoals moving northward appear off the Shlzuoka and Chiba prefectural coasts
(east central Honshu) during April and May and generally reach the Toholni region during the
late spring and summer months (Kay through July). Many of the females taken In the Tohoku
area are spent. Kishinouye (1923, p 441) believed that they spawned in the offshore waters
east of Honshu 'cnxz presented no evidence to support this belief, other than that ripe individ-
uals disappear fromi the Chiba sea region and then reappear further northward in spent con-
dition. From July to November the tunas are taken in the vicinity of Hokkaido. A migration
southward then occurs, but the fish are not schooled and are spread over a wider area than
during their northtrard movement. After they leave the Hokkaido and Tohoku regions the shoals
appear In the offshore waters east of Honshu. Two general paths southward seem to be indica-
ted, one along the eastern side of the Kuroshio Current, and one in the raid-Pacific region.

The black tunas moving southward from the Shlkoku sea region ajspear In the waters
of the Bonin'^Oalto-it^ukyu area between May and July in ripe condition. It Is believed that
the group spawns In this area since spent individuals are also taken here.

Curing August very small black tunas, about six inches in length, have been taken
In great numbers along the coast of Shisuoka Prefecture (Klmura, MS). Possibly they are the
young of adults that have spawned In the Islands of the southern latitudes.

On the west coast of Japan the black tunp follows a similar seasonal sequence in

its northward migration. Tagging experiments, the only ones successfully attempted by the
Japanese with any of the tunas, were made on the black tuna by the Hokkaido Experimental
Station at Tolchl and offer some evidence on the movements of the species. Kawana (1934,

pp 10-11) released nine tagged fish at Tolchl on 8 July 1932. Three of these were recap-
tured In the same vicinity 23, 60, and 93 days later. Of 39 tagged fish liberated In the
sane vicinity on 28 September 1932, three were recaptured, two close to Yolohl and one at
Morohashl, Ishlkawa Prefecture, west central Honshu. The author concluded that in the summer
months the fish remain in almost the same water, but with the drop In temperature In the fall
they migrate south along the west coast of Honshu.

Philippine Stock; Black tunas are first seen in the Philippine area about 20 March,
when they appear In the waters around Plates Island. During April and May large schools of
the fish disperse Into the broad area between Formosa and northern Lueon and are In sufficient
numbers to warrant Intensive commercial operations. These schools begin to migrate north-
ward and are found In the southern Byukyus during late May and June.

The spawning behavior of the Philippine schools has not been determined, but many
ripe individuals have been taken in the Formosa-Philippine area during the middle of May.
In June, however, the fish In the southern ^jrukyus were spent.

4. Ooeanographle Data

Data on catch statistics in relation to water tenperature and the moveaentt of water
oarrente are too few to permit generall <at ions regarding these factors as they affect the dis-
tribution of Hjim black tuna. The studies reported In the literature, however, do Indicate
that the migration and abundemce of the species In Japanese waters may be directly concerned
with ooeanographle conditions,

Takajrama and Ando (1934, pp 6,30) analysed catch records in relation to eurface water
temperature in the fishing grounds off the eourthern half of the Japanese Pacific coast.
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The ran^ of temperatiire In which apceliiiens w«re taken waa between 12^ aM 27*'C. The great-
eat number of fleh per haal (by long line) wae obtained at tenneraturee of 23° and 24''C,

but optlmoB temperataree apparently differed annually and with locality and aeason of year.
Kawana (1934, pp 11-1!^) obtained reaulta during drift net operations off aouthaaetern
Hokkaido which ahow not only that the amount of catch la correlated with water temperature
but that the optlnium temperature la lower for the northern latitudes. Black tun&a were
taken In thla area when the water temperature reached about 14^0. MazlmuiD catchea> however,

were obtained between 16° and 18^C. The greateat nuaber of flah waa eeen In the area where

arnm and cold currenta neet, for example, off Shirla Capei where the Taugaru warm current
eaarergee with the Hokkaido coaatal cold current, and In the neitzhborlng watera of Shlkotan
lalaodi where branchea of the Kuroahlo warm current, the OlAotak cold current, aad the

Hokjcaldo coaatal cold current meet.

X«tilMi (1939, pp 14^-144), In a #tudy dealln<j with catch In relation to oceanographlc
ooxkdltloae off eouthem Kyuahu, elao obtained Information which Indloitee that T. orlentalla
occttrc sEilnly nr^* the line of convergence between the warm and cold currenta ana In the wa-
tera where conplex tidal currentn are creatfd by the area of contact. The greateat number
ef flah waa eau^t ts the eu-ea where warmer waters were In contact with the colder watera
to the north. During January the maximum catch waa along the 20°C laotherm. In February,
as the 19*^ laotherm (cold current) began to awing aouthward between the Kyuahu coaat and the
20" laotherm (warm current), the beet fishing grounds ahlfted, aind during March the optimum
catchea were obtained chiefly on the 19° isotherm In a locality further south and within a

pocket formed by a projection of the 19° laothem into the 20° isotherm.

Kawar.a (1934, pp 16-lB) prtser.ted data vr.Lcr. snow that a definite relationship xey
exist between the amount of the catch and the difference between surface tetnperature and
tenperature at a depth of 50 meters. A. difference of 6" to 9° resulted la majtlmuj catch (by
drift neta) in Hokkaido waters. With differences of higher or lower ne^ltude the catch de-
creased markedly.

Such data on oceanographic conditions are desirable in order to predict the location

of fishing grounds and the areas where the maximum catches can be obtained. The studies out-

lined above indicate that the Japanese scientists have mode a ba^nning toward obtaining such
information. However, much remains to be done before oceanographic data can be utilized with
some degree of aocuracy to predict the yearly mlgratlc^ and availability of the species.

5. Seoent Changea in Fiablng Srounda

Prior to 1937 the black tuna waa tcUcen in aufflclent abundance to warrant coomerclel
operationa aa far north aa Storofu I aland along the Pacific coaat and Sakhalin along the Sea
of Japan coast (Tlgure 6). During the laat decade, however, changea in the extent of the ai-
gratlons have taken place. The northern limit of abundance of the black tuna along the Pacif-
ic coast is now the Volcanic Bey area, Hokkaido. In the Sea of Japan only occasional catches
are made. Tlaheraen and reaeareh workera believe that the recent decreaae in numbers in thtf

more northern latltudea and along the west coast of Japan 1b due lest, to depletion thar to a
lowering of water temperature. Monthly oceanographic charts for 1936—40, prepared by the Tokyo
Central Tlsheriea Sxperlment&l Station, show a gradual yearly lowering of water temperatjre
in the waters along the Japanese coaat with a reaulting shift aouthward in the course of the
warm Kuroshlo Current. Thia la believed to be the major factor in altering the migratory path
of the black tuna and thua its presence in known fiehing grounds.

6. Habits

Black tunas are migratory but often remain for a considerable period of time over
banks in waters as deep as 200 meters. Vfhen migrating the schools swim near the coast.
According to Klshinouye (1923, p 440) the black tuna feeds chiefly on different kinds of fish,
such aa the aardlno, emchovy, flying flah, acad. and aand-ael, which are more or less pelagic
in habit. Sometimes fishes living near the bottom are found in its stomach. Invertebrate

i

such as o&lamarles, pteropods, pelagic crustaceans, larvae of brachyurans and atomatopods, and
anonoleue amphlpoda are alao eaten. Later atudlee (Hokkaido Fisheries Sxperimental Station.
1928; Hajll, 1932; Hyogoken Fisheries Kxperlmental Station, 1935; Suyehiro, 1942) confirm this
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diet and also Indicate that the food varies with the locality. For exaII^)le during the
migration Into the more northern locallltles the food conelete moetly of email herring, cod,
and aardlnes.

7. IconoBJo

The 'black tuna le held in much esteem by the Japanese and Is mainly eaten raw.
The fleeh le daric red and is best during the cold months of the year. Immature two-year-
olds, Icnown as "Deji", eire conslclered a delicacy.

AXBACOBE
ThunnuB germo (Lacepede;

Blncho, Blnnaga, Tombo-ehlbl

1. General

Literature records show that as early as the beginning of the 19th Century the
Japanese took the albacore Incidentally while fishing for other tunas. Since the flesh of
the albacore is soft and is considered ui^alatable as "saehlml" (raw fish), the traditional
manner in which the tunas are eaten, the fishermen avoided catching the species by placing
long lines at a depth more suitable for taking other tunas.

In recent years, however, a large expoirt market for the alljacore was created when
the demand for canned white-meat tuna developed in the United States. During the decade
from 1930 to 1940 Japanese fishermen conducted intensive pelagic fishing for this species.
Special long line gear in vhlch more branch lines could be used were constructed for the
capture of the albacore, and the prewar years saw the Japanese extending their operations
into the distant waters to the east of Honshu and as far off as Midway Island.

2. Diagnostic Characteristics

The ailhacore (Figure 9) is sharply characterized ty the saher-sha^ed pectoral fin
which extends beyond the last rays of the dorsal and euaal fins to about the first flnlet.
This feature makes identification of the species almost always certain, and fishermen,
recognizing its distinctiveness, have naoed the fish "tombo-shlhi", meaning dragonfly tuna.
Other distinguishing characteristics are the second dorsal fin hlf^har than the first, and
the fact that the 'body is more slender than that of other species of tuna*. Other character-
istics agree with those of the species coi^rislng the genus Thunnus . For this reason
Eishlnouye (1923, p 434) discontinued the use of the generic name Oermo for the al'bacore
and included the species in the genus Thunnus

.

remarking that too much stress was placed on
the single character of the long pectoral. Farther investigations are necessary to clarify
the status of the albacore, although most authors agree the Paclflo forms are a single
species.

The color is blackish blue on the back with a greenish luster towards the caudal
fin. The sides and the belly are silvery. The first dorsal is nearly colorlese but with a
dusky borderi the pectorals are black, the ventrale and the second dorsal dusky, and the anal
nearly colorless. The dorssd flnlets are dusky with a yellowish flush, aiid the ventral fin-
lets are dusky. In young specimens, about 60 centimeters in length, five or six dark, irreg-
ular longitudinal bands run near the ventral median line. They become more distinct on the
caudal region. The bands are more or less united in the form of an irregular network,

3. Distribution and Migration

Since the albacore has only recently assumed a position of li^ortance in Ja4>anese
pelagic fishing operations, information concerning its migrations and life history is in the
initial stage of investigation. The rapid development of intensive commercial operatioas
has yielded many catch records, however, and the Important fishing grounds in the western
Pacific are well known. The albacore is truly an oceanic fish, for the areas of greatest
abundance are in the offshore waters. kX some places it i^iproaches close to the Jv&Bese
ooaat bat does not enter shallow water.
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In the northweBtem Pacific Ocean the altacore 1« abundantly distrlhuted throueh-
oat an area extending east from the coast of Japan for about 2|000 miles and situated north
of the line of convergence between the North Equatorial and the North Pacific currents
(compare Flares 2, 3, and 10). This species has not been reported froir. the Sea of Japan.
Albacores have b'^en tsJcen from March to September in email quantities by experimental vessels
exploring the waters of the former Jnpanece Mandated Islands for this species and by vesEele
nperBtlng for yell<Twfin tuna in these same areas. During the winter aaontne these operations
were on a small sc&ie but a few reports indicfite that the albacore may occur in scattered
shoals over a wide area at that eefisnn of the yefir.

Uda and Tokunaga (1937), In the most comprehensive study to date on the albacore.
endeavored to analyze the various stocks present In the areas directly east of Japan. The
seasonal changes In the fishing grounds were Investigated and correlated with the size of

the specimens and hydrographlcal features. Their conclusions, liowever, are based on inad-
equate data, and the designated migratory routes are largely hypothetical. Nevertheless,
they are reported below.

The two major fishing grounds for the albacore In the northwestern Pacific Ccaan
are the sunnier grounds situated near the Japanese coast ajid the winter grounds In the rald-

Paclflc region (Figure 10). As the temperature of the water along the Japanese coast rises
and the Kuroehlo Current advances, the coastal schools begin their mlsratlon northward from
the Shlko)cu region about April or May. They continue their migration through the Izu Islands
chain and by June or July enter the Toho)cu region. The majclmam catches of "Bumr.er" albacore
are obtained during Kay and June. The fish belonging to the coastal group are small, the
majority of the indivldualp weighing less? than 19 kilograms. Uda .-.nd ToVrunaga aeeumed that
the coastal albacores, v/hich disappear pudfienly during July, migrate southward along the
east side of the Kuroshio Current.

The shoals In the mld-Paclflc (occurring 1,000 to 2,000 miles offshore) appear in
great abundance during the winter months and constitute the most productive albacore fishing
grounds. The season begins In October, reaches a maxinum from December to February, and ends
in April. Uda and Tokunaga believed that the bulk of the mld-Paciflc albacores perform a
year-round migration In a large circle. From December to April the fishing grounde grad'oally
move southward toward the area of convergence between the North Pacific and the North Bquator-
lal currents In the region between 160° and 180°K longitude (Figure lO). Whether these
schools turn eastward or westward upon reaching the line of convergence Is uiujertaln, but
albacores have been taken In the region north of the line between 150° and 160°i! longitude.
For this reason the authors believed that the mld-Paclflc schools turn westward and migrate
Into the region directly east of the Izu Islands (about 145° to 150°i; longitude and 25° to
35°N latitude). Turning northward from this point the fish are seen In the waters between
150° and 170°B longitude In the latitudes where the Kuroehlo Current Is running eastward.
The fish taken in the mld-Paclflc waters are mostly large, weighing 19 or more kilograms,
although smaller ones are Intermingled.

The above theory concerning the stocks and migrations of the albeicore was based on
Inadequate data; moreover, the fish were obtained by different methods in the two major fish-
ing grounde, thus making comparison of stocks unreliable. For example, the coastal albacores
were taken mainly by hook and line operated by vessels of about 40 to 70 tone, whereas the
mid-Pacific fish were obtained with long lines operated liy vessels over 100 tons. Consequent-
ly, the fishing methods were selective in favor of smaller albeicores being obtained from the
coastal grounds and larger ones from the mld-Paclflc area. The Information Is presented here
merely because it is the only work of anj' consequence that has been done on the albacore.
Other workers claim that there is only one stock in the northwestern Pacific Ocean, and that
the schools in It make a great circular migration over the entire area discussed above. Too
little is known about the albacores obtained in the ^rukyu area and in the former Mandated
Island region even to Indicate their possible relationships to the individuals taken In the
northern latitude*.
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4. Oceanographlc Data

Takayama and Ando (1934, pp 6i 20) • In their Inveatlgatlon of aui^aee water temp-
erature! In the seas adjacent to the Pacific coast of Japan, reported that albaoorea were
caught when the temperature was 'between 14" and 3l"C. The peak catches, per lon^ line op-
eration, were made at a number of different temperatures: 19'^ to 20<'C; 22° to 25°C; and
30° to 31°C. The data were not anal7zed by looallty, bat It was shown thatt In general,
optimum tegrperatures for al\ species of tunas are highest In the waters off Kyushu and be-
come progressively lower in the more northerly sea regions.

tJda and Tokunaga (1937. pp 297-298), analysing fishing conditions in various alba-
core fishing grounds, stated that the optimum catches in the mid-Pacific region were made

from December through February when water tenperatures were 17° to 19°Ct with maximum catches
obtained at about 18°C. In the coaistal grounds the optimum catches were made from May
through June when water tei^eratures were between 18° and 21°C, the maxlmam oatch being ob-
tained at about 20°C.

6. Habits

The albaoore is generally caught at a depth of about 30 ek«rai although it nay be

present at levels down to 80 meters. During the spring when water temperatures are rising
and small fishi sooh as sardines and anchovies, come to the surface, the albaeoras are seen
pursuing these fish.

Ho detailed studies on the food of the albacore have been ma^e. Klshinouye (1923,

p 437) stated that it feeds on pelagic crustaceans and small fish, the typical diet of large
pelagic species. Toong albaoores were removed from the stomachs of larger individuals taken

near the Bonin Islands on 20 January 1917.

6. Xeonomlcs

The edbacore, as previously stated, is an' Important Japanese export item, and In

prewar years almost the entire catch was processed, either as frozen albacore or high-grade
canned white-meat tuna, for shipment overseas. The waters in which the albaoore Is caught

In large amounts are distant from the homeland, and the seas, especially during winter, are
extremely rough. Consequently, the talcing of this species Involves expensive operations in
terms of fuel and gear. The fish has little market value in Japan. Therefore, the continued
success of the fisheries Is dependent upon the re-establlshment of foreign markets.

ySLLO'rfFIN TUNA.

Neothunnus macropterus (Schlegel)

Klhada, Ito-shibi, Hatsu, Hoshlbl, Klmejl (immature)

1. General

The yellowfln tuna has long been taken In Japsuieee waters during the summer months

by circling nets operated In shallow waters for small tuna, and more recently by vessels using
long lines to obtain black tuna, marlln, and swordfish. The species, however, did not attain
a position of in^iortance In Japanese fisheries until the decade Just prior to the recent war.

Between 1931 and 1933 survey ships were sent to the South Seas areas under the spon-

sershlp of the Bureaui of Fisheries to locate new fishing grounds for the albacore. The sur-

veys indicated that the albacore was thinly scattered in this area. Tellowfin tuna, however,

was found to be abundant throughout the year in almost all parts of the tropical xone. Vari-!

ous fishing companies, with the Intention of beginning large-scale operations for this species,

continued Intenolve inveetlgations in all regions of the equatorial rone to determine tht; den-

sity of the populations and the best fishing grounds.

Since the Japanese were only beginning to develop the South Seas fisheries on a
large scale Just prior to the beginning of World Wsir II, biological data on the yellowfln
tuna are almost negligible. The bulk of the Information herein reported has been supplied
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ty Z. Oka^Hma, former director of the Palaa riaheriee Experimental Station, and H. Nakamurn,

former technician of the Formosa Flsherlns Rxperlmental Station, Ijoth of whom carried on

research In the southern regions.

2. Diagnostic Characteristics

The yellowfln tuna (Figure 11) is characterized by a fusiform body with an elongated
caudal region. The oectoral fin extends beyond the origin of the set^ond dorsal. The second
dorsal and the anal fin are much elongated, and their lengths are extremely variable. Japa-
nese flehenr.en note a distinction between those yellcwfln tunac having longer fins (ito-shlbl)

and those having shorter fins (klhadamaguro). Nakamura (1939) pointed outi however, that

this Is not a racial or specific difference but an example of fins Increasing In length as

the size of the fish Increases.

The yellowfln tuna Is nearly black on the back, and the sides are grayish with a

series of oblique transverse silvery white lines alternating with lines of similarly colored
dots. These markings tend to disappear in older fleh. The first dorsal and the pelvlcs xre
grayish and tinged with yellow; the tips of the second dorsal and the dorsal flnlets are
bright yellow; the pectorals are black on the inner side end grayish or sometimes yellow on

the outside; the anal and a^al flnlets are bright yellow.

3. Distribution and Migration

Japanese exploratory surveys and fishing operations by research and commercial
vessels show the yellowfln tuna to be widely distributed throughout the western Pacific Ocean
and the Indo-Paclflc region (Figure 12). The northernmost limit of the epeciee range in the
western Pacific ie usually about "^S^N latitude, but ooraelonally it extends past 40'^N latitude.

The yellowfln tuna sometimes enters the Sea of Ji^ian and has been recorded from Otaru,
Hokkaldot In late summer (Klehinouye, 1923, p 437).

Catch records of tunas obtained by research and fishing vessels over a period of

11 years (1930-40) havo been compiled by Nakamura (1943). The d?.ta show that the yellow-
fin tuna not only is widely distributed through almost the entire tropioal southwest Pacific
and Indo-Paoiflc zones but also is the nost abundant of the giant pelagic fishes taken by
long line in those areas (Table 1). The average weight of the species in each locality is
also noted.

A further analysis of thene data by seasons (Table 3) indicates that fishing condi-
tions for the tunas are, for the most part, goou throughout the year In almost the entire
tropical zone. A breakdown by eoecios is not possible since the i^tita are inconplete.
Differences in the amount of catch by seasons can be noted in several regions, the southern
coast of Sumatra, Timor Island, Celebes Sea, and the area east of the Philippine Islands.
The direction of the wind has much Influence on surface currents, and thus, according to

Japanese scientists, It affects the distribution and consequently the concentration of the
species. Nevertheless, even in those areas where seasonal variations occur and the catch
decreases markedly during a season, the number of tunas taken (except off Formosa and the
Philippine Islands) compares favorably with the three to four fish obtained per 100 hooks in
Japanese waters.

An emalysls by latitudes of the catch of yellowfln tuna in the westom Pacific Ocean
Is possible from the catch statistics gathered by the Shonan Maru, a research vessel survey-
ing the areas east of the Philippine Islands and in the former Mandated Islands from July to

September 1937 (Table 3). During the months surveyed the catch was greatest in tropical
waters, particularly in the region* where the Equatorial Counter Current originates and flows,
and was less in the more northern latitudes. Comparable data on other seasons of the year
are not available, butt as noted (Table 2), evidence shows that shifts in the concentration
of the species may occur with changing seasonal conditions,

Japanese scientists hpve no definite information regarding the migration path follow-
ed by the yellowfln tuna, but it is believed that during the spring, beginning about April,
certain segments of the populations in the southern regions break away and move northward,
over a wide areai into the temperate zona (Figure 12). The greatest concentrations, never-
theless, remain In the warm latitudes. The migratory yellowfln tunas are taken during the
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summer in eome numbers in the shallow waters surrounding the Bonln and Izu islands and in
the Pacific waters off Japan. About August the fieh begin their return journey southward.
Since a few yellowfin tunas are taken by long lines from deep waters near Japan during the
winter months, there is some Indication that certain of these fish remain in the northern
regions throughout the yenr.

4. Oceanographic Data

In Japanese waters the yellowfin tuna has been taken by long line when surface
water temperatures ranged from 14°C to 27'^C (Tsikayama and Andoi 1934, pp S, 20). The optimum
temperatures for greatest catch were at 21 °C and 22°C.

Research and survey ships operating in the southern seas have been concerned only
with determinirg the major fishing grounds for the yellowfin tuna. Water current, temoera-
ture, transparency, and other oceanographic factors as they relate to thlw epecles have been
recorded Incidentally. The data obtained by the research vessel Zuiho Maru, operated by the
Govrrnment General of the South Sea Islands between 1938 ar.d 1940, are the only iiiformatiiin
available to this writer at present. These data point out that the best yellowiin tuna
fishing grounds are in the narrowest portion of the Equatorial Counter Current and at the
places where this current miies with the equatorial currents adjacent to it (compare Figures
2, 3, and 12). The best catches were made when the velocity of the surface current was 0.5
to 1.0 sea miles, the transparency of the water was between 25 and 35 meters, and the water
temperature from the surface to a depth of 100 meters was over 20°C.

5. Habits

When in Japanese waters during the summer months the yellowfin tuna swims near the

surface of the sea and approaches close to laiid. Small, immature fish about two kilograms
in weight are often found in the offBhor*" grounds accompanying schools of skipjacks. In the

southern regions, the majority of the yellowfin tunas caught have been taken from depths be-
tween 75 and 100 meters.

Klshlnouye (1923, p 448) stated that the food of the yellowfin tuna was flying fish,

coffer fish, and eome deep sea species, besides calamaries, pteropods, heteropods, Uyperima
amphipods, larval and immature Squilla, megalops of crabs, etc, all typical food of a pelagic
species. An analysis of the stomach contents of 401 yellowfin tunas taken by long line east

of the Philippine Islands indicated that the food of the species in these waters was chiefly
cuttlefish, followed in order of importance by unidentified fish, file fish, Leiognathus ,

shrimp, stomatopods, and puffer fish (Kanamura and Yazaki, 1940, pp 29-37).

6. Seonomics

The flesh of the yellowfin tuna is compact and pink in color. Because of its

excellent flavor when eaten raw, it is in much demand for "sashimi". Snail imrcature fishes

are often boiled, then smoked and dried to make a product known as "fushi". The meat of the

yellowfin tuna when canned becomes slightly dark suid is known as "light" meat tuna, in con-

trast to the "white" meat tuna of the albacore. As a potential export Item it ranks second

to the albacore.

TUHA FISEIMG VESSELS

Two main classes of vessels have been constructed by the Japanese for the tana fish-

eries. Since the fishing techniques used are specialized, these boats have developed into

highly distinctive types which are easily recognizable.

Skipjack Vessels for Surface Fishing: The species most commonly taken by these

vessels is the skipjack. Small albacore, yellowfin tuna, and big-eyed tuna are sometimes

caught when found feeding on the surface. Pole and line, employing live bait or a Jig as a

lure, is the gear used by these vessels. Skipjack vessels are characterized by the presence

of a fishing platform, bait tanks, and a spraying apparatus (Figure 13).
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Tuna Long Line Vessols for Taking Tlsh 'below Surface Levels: Species sach as the
altftcore. black tuna, yellowfln tana, big-eyed tuna, martin, and swordflsh are caught by
the long line technique, a method of fishing developed to a high degree of efficiency by
the Japanese. Long line vessels are called tuna boats by the Japanese and differ from skip-
Jack boat* in lacking the fishing platform, bait tanks, and the spray apparatus (Figure 14).

During the past few years a combination pole and line ani long line vessel has been
constructed In Increasing numbers. These vessels pr£u:tlce pole and line surface fishing In
the summer and operate long lines for the tunas taken below surface level during the winter.

In coastal waters vessels of small size, 5 to 20 tons, are used and generally are
built along the lines of the larger skipjack boats.

The tuna fleets during the early decades of the 20th Century were composed largely
of vessels of small tonnage; only when the Japanese began to exploit the more distant fish-
ing grouitds during the 1930-40 decade did the emphasis shift to vessels of larger tonnage.
The operation of skipjack vessels of larger tonnage showed that they can obtain a larger
catch per ton of vessel (Table 4), can cruise at higher speeds more economlcsdly in a fishery
where speed is vital, and need to make fewer tripe since their hold capacity is larger than
that of smaller vessels. Sxperienced fishermen are now following the trend towards larger
Teseels, even for flehing close to the Japanese mainland.

The most reliable data available on the tonnage of tuna fleets during the prewar
years was obtedned through a census made by the Bureau of Fisheries in 1940 (Table 5).
This tonnage operated for the most part in Je^amese home waters except for a small number
of vessels that were sent to the southern seas from the home ports of Misakl, Tsuro, and
Maroto.

Curing the war much of the tuna fleet was taken over by the Japanese navy for coast
guard patrol and aircraft spotting. A considerable number of these vessels were sunk, leaving
the fleet at an estimated postwar strength of about 22,000 tons, coa^ared to the prewar ton-
nage of 52,555. The loss since World War II of major fishing areas (for exan^ile, salmon and
crab grounds in northern waters and trawling grounds in the Tellow Sea) caused many fishermen
to shift to other types of operations. Since many major tuna grounds are located within the
present authorized fishing areas (see Figures 6, 8, 10, 12, and 15), the postwar rebuilding
of the fleet has been hastened by the desire of the fishermen to exploit these fisheries.

Data on the tuna fleet that will be available for fishing In 1948 have been compiled
by the Japanese Tuna Fishermen's ABsociatlon (Table 6). The trend toward building vessels of

larger size, for the reasons noted above, is evident. The increase in the number of vessels
for combined operations (pole and line and long line) is attributed to the shortage of gear.

TUNA FISHING ttEAfi

1. general

As stated previously, the tunas are primarily Inhabitants of the offshore pelagic
waters, although certain species, notably the skipjack and the black tuna, enter coastal
waters in considerable numbers. The schooling habits and the depths at «^ieh the tunas are
found differ not only by species but also within the species according to locality and season
of the year. Consequently fishing techniques are numerous and varied. Pole and line for sur-

face fishing and lon^; line for fishing below surface level are the most efficient and widely
used tuna gear. Other gear are limited in their application.
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The J«pan«B« divide their tuna operations Into two categories:

Coastal 4/: The set net and the pole and line are used mostly for Inshore

operations. Other gear of lesser Importance are the drift net, the circling net, spears,

and trolling jigs. Long lines are operated close to the shore during Fe>)ruary and March

In the area west of Kyushu.

Offshore: The skipjack pole and line and the tuna long line are used ex-

clusively In the offshore areas.

2. Tuna Set Het

Nothing Is known a^oat the construction of the tana set net (maguro dalbo) prior

to the 16th Oeatury. Beoorde are avallahle, however, which show that set nets were 'ised

during the Keloho Ira (1596-1614) to catch the giant hlack tu as as they migrated northward

along the coast In shallow water.

At first the size of the mesh was made large enough to hold only blsurk tunas, hut

mesh size was gradually decreased In order to catch yellowtall. horse mackerel, and other

migratory coastal species. Today, set nets for the hlack tuna and for the smaller species

are similar, except that those designed specifically for tlack tuna have a wing net construct-

ed of rice straw. For smaller species the wing net han smaller mesh and Is made of cotton.

The tuna set net (Figure 16) Is placed In shallow water, 40 to 8o meters deep,

In a position where water currents are advantageous for directing the flsn into the nei.

The dl.Denslone and structure of the net viry according to the prpferences of the fishermen

and the topography of the ocean hottom.

The wing or lend net may be from 900 to ."^.eoO meters long and Is, as already noted,

made of rice straw rope. The mesh size varies from 90 to 120 centimeters stretched. The

main hody of the set net Is generally from 180 to 360 meters long and from 72 to 115 teters

wide, and is divided Into two parts. The belly, or playground, is conposed of mesh measuring

6 to 12 centimeters stretch»!d. The pocket, which is raised when the fish are removed, is

constructed of mesh measuring 4 to 6 centimeters stretched. The mesh Is made of cotton or

manila twine. The head ropes are made of wire or manlla rope. Bamboo sticks, 8 to 14 in

number depending on the size of the net, are usually used to construct the floats. In

Hokkaido, the floats are glass spheres.

?. Drift Het

At one time the drift net (raRguro nagashlami) was the most common gear used to catch

both the black tuna In the sea regions off Hokkaido and the yellowfin tuna In Sagami Bay,

localities where the species come close to the surface of the water. Since the gear is expen-

sive, occupies considerable space in a boat, and is difficult to handle In rough and stormy

weather (the time during which the best catches of the fish are generally made), its use de-

clined when other fishing techniques were developed. In Hokkaido waters the long line pro-

vided fishermen with an equally good and much cheaper method of fishing, and in Sagami Bay

the circling net replaced the drift net as a means of taking yellowfin tuna.

A few drift nets (Figure I'') are still operated, to catch the black tuna. It is used

chiefly along the southeastern coast of Hokkaiilo where the warm and cold currents meet and

the fish tend to concentrate and swim near the surfpce. The fishing grounds are situated

from the coast seaward for a distance of about 100 miles.

In olden times linen was used to make the oesh of the drift net. This proved to be

too costly, and Nanking heirp ( Boehmerla tenacisslma ) or, rarely, silk has been used In its

place with jiood results. A section of the drift net measures about 38 meters in length. The

float line, however, is only about 30 meters in length. Vfhen placed In water the net there-

fo-^e occupies a distance of about half its length and hangs loosely in a wavy band. Sinkers

are not attached to the bottom, and the fish easily become entangled as they strike against

the net. They are not gilled. The twine used to make the mesh of the net Is about 2 milli-

meters In diameter, emd the mesh Is about 50 centimeters stretched. From 22 to 25 meshes,

4/ The areas designated as "coastal" have been arbitrarily fixed by the Tokyo Central Fisher-
ies Bxperlmental Station and the Bureau of Fisheries as those waters extending from the
coast seaward for a distance of 5<^ miles.
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depending on the preference of the fiehermen, meiy b? contained In the depth of the net.
The float line la conetructed of two ropee, one wound right hand and the other left hand
(Figure 17). The doable rope prevent* the float line from twisting and caueing the float*
to temgle in the net. The floats, about 35 centimeters In length and spaced about a meter
apart, are made of paulownia wood (Paulownla ijiperialie ). The lift lines, made of cotton
or Nanking hemp, are about 5 millimeters in diameter and 35 centimeters in length.

Boats, genersdly about 20 tons, carry 130 to 150 sections of net. The fishing
grounds are reached before evening, and the nets are set oat in one continuous, connected
line. One end le attached to the veseel by a rope to which an alternating series of floats
and stones Is fastened. This arrengeiiem; acte as a spring and. prevents the net from break-
ing loose when the 'boat rolls and pitches. As the net drifts along, the boat keeps pace with
it. Glass buoys about 35 centimeters in diameter are placed at every third section of the
net. Buoy lights are set down at Intervals to warn away other boats and to permit the fish-
ermen easily to detect the position of their net. The net is patrolled by a small rowboat
throughout the night. Since tuiiae, once trapped, die easily and are likely to be eaten by
seals in the colder waters or sharks in the wanner waters, they are removed from the net
as soon as the watch rowboat detects their presence. The entire drift net is taken ap at
dawn.

4. Circling Ket

The circling net (maklaal) for tunas was introduced from the United States as a
purse seine designed to capture schooling fish of large elr.e. It nas been operated with
little success in Japanese waters. In only a few localities do the tunas concentrate in
sufficient numbers to warrant the use of the net. In Sendal Bay, Miyagl Prefectare, the
circling net was formerly operated to take black tunas, but In recent years the fish have
not entered the bay, and operations have been suspended. In Sagaml Bay. Kanagawa Prefecture!
the circling net Is still operated for yellowfin tuna but has been modified from the original
purse type. It Is much simplified and resembles a Isunpeura net. Purse lines have been re-
moved, and the net, about 500 to 600 meters long, consists solely of two wings and a central
pocket. At the ends of the win^s the mesh is 18 meters stretched. The size of the mesh
gradually decreapes toward the pocket where it measures about 12 centimeters stretched.
When the school of fish is surrounded, the two boats operating the net cross over and bring
the wings to(?ether. This action causes tho fish to swim to the rear of the net and enter
the bag.

5. Speare

TlBhermen are able to practice spearing (tsuklnbo) for aarlln, swordflsh, and sail-
flah when these species bask on the surface. Spearing 1* done from June to August In the
waters extending from the Izu Islands north to the Tohoku region. A special type of fishing
boat is used, known as "tsuklnbo bune", 4 to 20 tons In size and with a platform built on the
bow. Since the fishing grounds are close to land the boats operate on single-day runs.

6. Trolling Jig
m

During 1932 and 1933 trolling for black tuna, with flying fish as bait, was carried
on In the Tohoku region. At present no fishing boats are restricted to this type of fishing.
However, vessels cruising over tana fishing grounds always prepare a few trolling lines in
anticipation of catching tunas which might be used as food for the crow or sold In the market.
Rie trolling jig used (Figure 18) is generadly made of the feathers of fowl wrapped in a piece
of the ventral skin of the puffer or file fish. The hook is hidden ajsong the feathers. The
head of the Jig may be lead, bone, or the snout of the marlln. If bait is used, a fresh mack-
erel, flying fish, or squid is tied fast to the hook. No special equipment is used to hold'
the trolling Una on the boat.

7. long Line

The method of catching tunas below surface level by placing long lines (maguro
haenawa for black and yellowfin tunas, binoiio nawa for albaeore) across their path of move-
ment has been practiced both in Japanese waters and in the broad area of the Indo-Paolfic
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TROLLING JIG

A Hen or eagle feathers

B Ventral skin of file fish

C Lead or bone
D Shell

MOTION (HO SOAP

Tlgura 18

region. Until the adrent of englned ^>oate, lone lin« operations were confined to waters not

too distant fron the coast. The main species obtained hjr these operations was the hlaclc tuna.

Tel3owfln tuna and other species were taken Incidentally. Vfhen It hecame possible to exploit

the offshore pelagic grounds the tuna long line assumed a position of major Importance as a

fishing technique. Blaok, yellowfln, and blg-eyed tunas, albacore. marline, and sharks pro-

vide the bulk of the catch obtained by this method. Qcoaslonally swordflsh and sallflsh

swlmnlng at deep lerels are also taken.

The structure of the gear (Figure 19. Table 7) and the depth at whloh the hooks are

placed differ by SDeclos, oceanographlc factors, locality, season, and preference of the In-

dividual fisherman. O-enerally. for the same species the hooks are placed In deeper water In

the more southern latitudes and at higher levels la colder waters. The length of the float

line can be changed to permit such adjustments. Long lines constructed primarily for black

and yellowfln tunas are suspended to depths of 75 meters or more, and the hooks number from

2 to 10 per set (the distance between two flag buoys). Long lines designed mainly for alba-

core have the hooks placed at a depth between 30 to 60 meters, and the hooks number from 10 to

30 per set. The same long line may be operated for all species. If so, branch lines of var-

ious lengths are used on one set.

The material most often used for the main, float, and branch lines is cotton, which

may range In diameter from 2.5 mllliiiiaters for albacore to 6 mllllmptere for large tuna.

Nanking hemp or a mixture of henp and cotton, about 8 millimeters in diameter. Is sometlnes

used. For the "sekiyama" (Figure 19) cotton wound around a core of hemp Is preferred, but

wire Is sometimes used as the core. In albacore lines the sekiyama and wire leader may be

omitted and the hook attached directly to the branch line. Swivels are often placed at some

point along the branch line to minimize tan^jllng of lines.

m
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TUNA LONG LINE

A Main line

B Branch line

C Float line

D Float

E Flog

A
1SSSS33SD1

F Cotton covered hemp (sekiyomo)

G Wire leader

NATURAL RESOURCES SECTION GHO SCAP

42 Figure 19
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FISHING GEAR; SKIPJACK VESSEL

Albocore hook Large skip jock Smoll skipjack
hook hook

Skipjock jig Sktpjock Jig

Skipjack jig

Albocore Jig

HOOKS AND JIGS
(t/3 noiural •ii«]
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A lo5-ton tuna clipper (7l^re 14) carrl«i ome 350 sets of long line which ore
pat out In one continuous, connected line, aauallT- hefore •enlng. The halt used aajr 'be

•alted sardine, anchovy, shark neat, sauiy, or fljrlng fish. Tor fishing In the southern
regions salted nackerel, sardine, or cuttlefish was brought from Japan. Small amounts of
fresh flying fish, taken near Salpan, were occasionally used.

8. Pole tmd Line

The main gear for tuna fishing since olden times hac undouhtedly been the pole
and line (eaozurl )^ and It has been used primarily by the Japanese for taking the skipjack.
Since the skipjack provides roughly two-thlrda of the annual catch of all tunae in Japanese
waters, many special techniques have been developed to exploit the pole and line fishing to
the fullest extent. The Japsmeee have also endeavored to increase the catch of skipjack hy
experimenting with surface long lines, drift nets, and purse seines designed specifically
to take this species. However, the amount of skipjack caught with these gear have never
been large enough to make commercial operations feasible, and pole.and line angling Is the
sole method now used.

The skipjack fishing hoate (Figure 1.*^), charaoterlced by deck-hlj^ pla.tforsQs over-
hanging the sides of the vessel, live bait tanks, and water spraying !q>paratas, have changed
from small wooden boats sculled by four fishermen to modem 136-ton wooden or eteel vessels
manned hy 50 to 60 fishermen. The hoats are equipped with radio for receiving and sending
Inforaatloa ooncernlog the presen<;e of schools of fish.

Live halt Is essential In skipjack fishing, for this reason an auxiliary flsheiy
has heen developedt the sole purpose of which Is to provide small fish of eaitable site as

bait for the skipjack fishermen. Sardines or anchovies about 10 centimeters in length, are
most commonly used, althou^ small mackerel or horse mackerel, when obtainable, are also
utilized. 71eh of this size are found in many localities along the Pacific coast of Ji^an,
thus insuring an adequate supply of bait for the skipjack fishermen. However, the main

center for the bait fisheries Is In Sagami Bay, where sardines and anchovies of proper sice

can be taken throughout almost the entire year.

The sardines or anchovies, once obtained by purse seine or laopara aet( are trans-

ferred at the elte of capture to a live bait container (ikesu) which is then moved to shal-

low water. The containers formerly were constructed of bamboo but are now made of netting,

which is suspended from a wooden framework. Palm hemp, Trochycorpus excelea . Is the most

desirable material for the net. The bait Is confined for a week without food. The hardy
leftovers are then taken aboard the skipjack boat to be used during the fishing operations.

When fishing, some live bait is scattered over the water to draw the skipjacks close to the

boat. BarblesB hooks (Figure 20) baited with live sardines or anchovies are first used to

catch the skipjack. If the fish bite well, the use of live bait is discontinued In order

to conserve the eardlnes or anchovies, and the hooks are replaced with Jigs.

Albacore and small yellowfln and big-eyed tunas are sometimes taken by pole and

line when they come to the surface while chasing schools of small fish. The amount caught

In this manner is significant, but small compared with the huge amount of skipjack obtained.

Since live eardlnes and anchovies are the most important of the species used for

bait, the methods by which they can best be kept alive In a container have been studied

by several Investigators (Klnura, 1933 and 1935; Takayama, et al, 1933). The studies on

confinement indicate that the sardine Is more resistant than the anchovy to injury and

Irritation, but less resistant to asphyxiation. The anchovy, however. Is preferred during

hot weather, since it is more tolerant of high temperatures.

Although live bait Is plentiful in J^anese waters it is difficult to obtain an

adequate supply for skipjack fishing in the tropical regions. Sardines, young barracuda,

horse mackerel, and atherinld fishes ^re used with good results when obtainable in suffi-

cient amounts. These email fish are not found in clear water where they would be pray to

larger fish, but are generally caught in mangrove swamps close to the Islands.
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Th« live bait tank aboard tha eklpjaclc vaseel 1b ari Important IteE. It 1b always
btillt midBhlps below deck. Circulation of the «ea water through pitching and rolling of the
•hip l8 mswio pcBsible by the pretence of Bmall holee in the bottom of the tank hold. In a
few boatB the modern type of automatic water circulation has been Installed.

Tor surfeuse fishing the Japanese have devised the technique of spraying water on the
surface of the ocean. It Is claimed that riiffllng the siorface excites the sklpjacka, thus
causing them to bite better. The use of the Epraylng technique developed from the early
efforts to Improve fishing by beating the surface of the water with a bainbbo stick. Now,
howeveri an apparatus for epraylng water from the eldec of the boat Is Installed on every
skipjack vesBsl. In the large modern 135-ton boats, a 7-lnch pipe, having nozzles at Inter-
tslIs, Is placed on the same level as the fishing platform. When a school Is e^proachnd the
spray is turned on, and Its action is- continued for the duration of the fishing. In addition
to exciting the skipjack the spray serves to screen the vessel from the fish.

•

The skipjack fishing gear (Figures 30 and 21) varies in detailed structure with
each locality, although following a similar general pattern. Bamboo poles are used exclu-
sively. The line was formerly wire, but now it is generally either an artificial snood made
of silk or a sekiyajna (cotton wound around ramie or Japanese hemp).

The American method, by which two or more poles are attached to a single hook In
order to catch fish of large size, is rarely pr<ictic!>d in Japanese waters. The fish taken
by surface pole and line angling rarely exceed the size which can be handled by a single
T>erson.

TUNA CAIOH

1. Qeneral

The pelagic tnnas occupy a position of major importance In the econonqr of the Japa-
nese nation. In quantity abtained they rank behind the sardine, herring, and cod, which are
the leading species as regards amount landed in Japan (Sepenshade, 1947, pp 13 and 17).
However, the Increasing value of the tunas, both for home consumption and for export trade,
hae in the past several decades brought the group to a oommanding position in the fishing
industry. In terms of monetary value the tunas are now considered to be, after the sardine,
the most valuable JapaJiese marine resource.

The skipjack, Katsuwonus pelamis, has long been the most Important of the tunas
(including spearfishes §7) both as to quantity caught and desirability for home consumption.
The amount taken has always exceeded the total production of all remsdning tunas combined
(Figure 22). The species is eaten as raw fish (sashiml) or roasted, but its most preferred
use is as deled skipjack stick (katsuobushi). About 50 percent of the skipjacks landed in
Japan were processed in this manner prior to World War II (compare data for 1936-40, Tables
6 and 9). As articles of diet the other tunas also rank high on the list of fish most de-
sired by the Ji^anese people and are generally consumed raw.

Before the recent war the Japanese displayed great energy in their efforts to ex-
pand their fisheries for the tunas, not only for home consuiqition but also because certain
species were in great demand as frozen or canned export items (Tables 10, 11, and 12). The
species most valuable for foreign trade was the albacore ( Thunnus germo) . Almost the entire
catch of this fish was shipped abroad in the frozen Btate or as canned white-meat tuna.
Smaller quantities of skipjack and swordflsh ( Xlphias gladlue ) were also exported. During
the 1930' s the fishery for the yellowfin tuna (Heothunnug macroptenis ) was in the process
of being developed on a large commercial scale, but the possibilities offered by exploitation
of this species failed to materialize, mainly because the vessels and fuel required were
itama needed for the China war effort and for possible conflict with the United States.

2. Catch in Japan Proper

Catch statistics concerning the Gunount of tuna landed in Japanese ports are record-
ed for 1908-15 is the Statistical Tearbooks of ths Department of Commerce and Agriculture

Sj See footnote 2/ P 10
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FISHING GEAR; SKIPJACK VESSEL

Albocorfl hooh Large sHipjock Smoll skipjock
hook hook

Skipjock jig

Skipjock jig

Skipjack jig

Aibacor* jig

HOOKS AND JIGS
(1/3 noturol tiz*)

A Hen or eagle feathers

B Colored cloth

C Tin-plated brass:leod filled

D Ventrol skin of file fish

E Whole bone

F Ventrot skin of puffer fish

G Horn

H Leod

MIE PREFECTURE TYPE POLE AND LINE
(length of bamboo polt 3.7 to 4.0 rngtcn)

A' Cotton ring

B' Artificiol snood: silk

C' Joponese hemp: indigo colored

D' 2 or 3 Strand wire

NATURAL NE50UNCE9 SCCTION SHQ SCAP

iS
Flgur* 21
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(Koshonm Tokel), and for 1916-45 In the Statistical YearbookB of the Department of Agricul-
tar« and Forestry (Norin Toksl). As noted In the sections on veseels and gear, the Japanese
fishing operations for the tunas have been carried on primarily by two methods, surface pole
and line for the sKipjack, and long line for the remaining tunas and related species ^ . In
official goveraT.ent reports this breakdown has been followed without considering other gear
of l^Bser importance. The catch by species, moreover, has not been recorded. Two large
categories, skipjack and tuna, have been deeif^nated. All species of tunas (with the ex-
ception of the skipjack) and spearfishes are included in the category "tuna" regardless of
biological relationships. An undetermined amount of sharke may be included in the tuna
catch since they are sanetlaee taken on long lines. The data (republished in Eepenshade,
1947, Tables 3 and 7) are considered by Japanese fishery workers to be incomplete tut are
reliable to the extent that they Indicate trends in the development of the tur.a fisherleB
BUbeeqaeut to ]908 (Figure 22).

A breakdown of the tuna catch into coastal and offshore categories prior to 1915 is
not available, ieglnning with 1915, however, this breakdown was made and continues to the
present with interruption only for the years 1941-43. The criterion eetnbliBhed for deter-
miniu,3i coastal and offshore categories has been the operating distance from shore 7/. In
actual practice the breakdown was aiado according to size of boat, horsepower, and resulting
ability to operate either near or at a distance from homo port.

Following the introduction of skipjack and tuna long line motor-driven veseelB during
the first decade of the 20th Oentury, it became possible to exploit the coastal waters more
efficiently and also to extend the fishing grounds into more distant areas where greater oon-
centratlona of certain species such as the skipjack, the swordfish.- and the etriped marlin
were present. Thus the Japanese had the means and facilities for going further from shore
and eijianding the fisheries whenever increasing demand for various tuna products required
3uch expansion.

The overfall production of tne fie,.ories after the beginning of World War I showed
a marked increase, a typical reaction to demand for food during a war^-lnspired effort. More-
over, the cumulative effects of the transition fronj sail and nand-powered boate to engined
vessels were betjinning to be felt in a fishery where the speed and maneuverability of the
vessel is of vital importance. By 1915 offshore fishing, especially for the skipjack, had
a noticeable effect on production, and by 1917 it had become more important than the inshore
operations (Figure 22).

After 1915 the catch of skipjack In coastal waters began to drop sharply, and this
decrease continued until 1928 when the catch leveled off at a low rate. Various reasons may
be given for this trend. Among the more likely la a shift in fishing effort from coastal to
offshore waters or a possible change in the criterion used to determine Inshore and offsnore
categories. The movement offshore of the major concent rat icna of skipjack owing to changed
hydrographlcfil conditions, industrial pollution of inshore water, or heavy coastal boat traf-
fic is also possible. The reason most favored by the Japanese is changed hydrographical con-
ditions, but most of their fishery men are prone to explain decreases in production solely on
the basis of chan^^es in water temperature and to dlsregerd the contributing effects of other
important factors, such as technological development and Increased intensity of fishing effort.
Despite the marked decrease in the inshore catch, the skipjack fisheries as a whole wore able
to maintain their former level of production and to show an increased yield whenever the
occasion demanded it.

Dleael en'/ines and steel boats Increased efficiency of operation for the offshore
fisheries in the years following these innovations. Thin Is reflected in a significant up-
ward trend in the amount of tuna caught during the late 1920' s. The increased catch not only
was the result of increased demand, coupled with ability to make large catches, but also was
accounted for by gradual extension of profitable fishing operations into waters at a distance
from the Japanese mainland. For example, the region near the Bonin Islands, to which a Japa-
nese-based skipjack vessel had first gone in 1908, now could fi/;ure importantly in the tuna
fisheries.

£/ See pp 32 and 34
2/ See footnote 4/ , p 37
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In 1925i as a result of eurveys made 1/ several Investigators, a ak-ipjaoK vessel
was sent directly from a Japanese port Into the Indo-?aclflc region. The amount of skip-

jack taken 'by euch (derations and landed at Japanese ports was extremely small ty comparison
with that in home waters. Kevertheless, these operations were significant in that boats
fishing that region could otserve and report to Japan the abundance and the types of fleh

present. Thus, when the Japanose chjee to expand their pel=i(.;lc flsMerles tlisy could turn
their attention to an area which had soae Indication of being productive although located
at a distance from home porta.

The next ad7ance in the fisheries came with the opening of foreign jiarkets for tuna

products in 1929. In succeeding years albacore. either frozen (Table 10) or as canned white-

meat tuna (Table 12), became the dominant oxport item in the fisheries. Smaller arajunts of

frozen skipjack and sworrifish and an undetermined but minor quantity of canned skipjack were

also exported. The United States was the chief importer of these products, buying all the

frozen albacore, swordfish, and skipjack and well over 50 percent of the canned white-meat

tina exported by the Japanese. Canned skipjack was sent to Ael?.tic and European countries

during 1933 and 1934. The market for this item disappeared, and in the years following,

white-meat tuna was the solo exportable canned product. Since the albacore was in sucti great

deraand fishermen now began to take the species in lar^e numbers from the areas close to the

Japanese mainland and also surveyed and located extensive new fishing grounds, in the rai^-

Paciflc. The surveys were extended into the southwest Pacific region, mainly between 19?1

and 1934, but here it was shown that th» yellowfin tuna, not th«. albacore, was thf; dominant

commercial species.

A boost in the requirements of food for the Chinese-Japanese war effort Intenslfiec

tuna fishing operations, with resulting Increesed catches from 19.''5 to 1940. A sustained

increase during this period can be noted for the skipjack. This was almost completely the

result of Increased offshore operations. The behavior of the fisheries for the other species

(taken chiefly by long line) is not quite so clear. The coastal catch of other tunas (Figure

22) showed Increased yields for most of these years and almost approached the yield attained

by offshore operations. This may be attributed to Intensive fishin^; effort taking advantage

of the fact that certain species, such as the black tuna, appear In Japanese waters period-

ically in great abundance (Table 8), emd cause extreme annual fluctuations in catch. The

period of survey in the Mandated Islands had shown that the yellowfin tuna could support a

thriving fishery. Bxploitatlon of the area, despite Inadequate supnMes of fuel and the

drafting of large fishing vesBels by the Japanese navy, was under wy by 1938. Lonp; line

vessels obtained a sizable catch, cunsldering the Bmall nufliber of voyftges th-it \ ire ma-Je to

southern waters. This catch was landed at Japanete home ports and is included in the total

catch of tunas. The boats used for the operations In the southern regions could not be used

in Japanese waters; consequently the effect on the total tuna production (excluding skipjack)

wn* not marked.

As the bulk of the catch was taken in the offshore waters, the tuna fisheries were

adversely affected soon after the beginning of World War II (Figure 22). Operations were vir-

tually suspended by the end of the war except for the small nunber carried on mostly in coastal

waters. Two-thirds of the fishing fleet (especially vessels of larger size) was sunV, and

many experienced fishermen lost their lives. Rebuilding of the postwar fleet has been rapid

(see p 34 and Tables 5 and 6), and by 1948 the number of vessels will exceed those in oper-

ation prior tu 1941. According to Japanese ostimates, the catch of tuna In 1948 will approx-

imate the hi«5h levels attained during '-ho prow>ir years in those areas now authorized for Japa-
nese fishing operationst providing flehin^ efficiency and other conditions are equal (cuig>are

Tables 8 and 13). The Japanese should be able to attain 90 percent of their total prewar

tuna catch, since their prewar operations were largely confined to waters within the present

authorized areas (compare ?igures 6, B, 10, 12, and 15). Except for the development of a

large winter Industry for the gJ.bacore in the mid-Pacific and the initial exploitation of the

South Seas yellowfin tuna fisheries, the tuna fisheries were operated on a commercial basis

In the waters nearer to the Japanese homeland. Experienced Japanese fishermen an<l fishery

biologists state that the prewar exploitation of tuna had apparently attained its sustainid

peak in all areas with the exception of the southern regions.

During the decade prior to World War II the Increasing importance of the tuna fish-

erles, especially for the purpose of obtaining export itoms, led to a much greater apprecia;-

tlon of the necessity for an accurate picture of the industry. The Tokyo Central Fisheries
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Experimental Statloni In line with a proapeetlve prograa of intensive research oa the commer-
cially Important epedee. made a special sarvny of the fisheries. As a resulti catch fig-

ares, which are considered hy fishery workers to he rellahlcf although they differ from those
published 'by the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestxy. are available for the years 1936-40

'Table 6). Moreover, the total tuna catch can be broken down by species and by amount taken
in each area fished by Japanese vessels. It le this material that has been useful in deter-
irlning the fishing grounds for each of the commercially Inportant species (Figures 6t 8, lO*

and 12).

In this survey the tuna catch (Table 6) l-ncludes not only the flah taken In Jspa,-

nese waters but also those taken in the former Mandated Islands from 1938 to 1940 by vessels
operating from Mlaaki and, to a lesser extnnt, from other home ports BJ, The amount of fish
delivered by these veeselB to Misaki port was, at most, 8,500 metric tons 9/. The catch
obtained by vessels based In the southwest Pacific region le not Included In the Central
Fisheries Jfxperlmental Station tabulation and will be discussed later.

Comparable etatlBtics by species for 1941-45 axe not available, because tuna fish-
ing operations were virtually suspended and the surveys discontinued. Catch records for
1946 (Table 8) have been compiled by the Japanese Tuna Fishermen's Association. The marked
decrease In tonnage Is attributed to the shortage of fishing vessels immediately after the

cessation of hoetllltles, a lack of experienced fishermen lO/ , a severe shortage of Ice, and
a decline In the availability of live bait owing to material shortages euid the failure of

sardines of proper size to appear In the localities where the skipjack fisheries are central-
ized.

I

3. Colonial Catch

The Japanese colonial posseselons produced a comparatively small catch of tunas and
related species despite the fact that several were situated in excellent fishing areas.

The Japeuese Government did not offer much encouragement for the development of extensive
colonial fisheries. Fishing operations were organized by small companies with Japanese
capital, utilizing, for the most part, imported Japanese or Oklnawan fishermen. The greater
part of thje skipjack catch landed at colonial ports was processed into kateuobushl (dried

skipjack stick) and exported to Japan Proper. The other species of tunas were mostly con-

ftumed fresh by the local Inhabitants. An unknown but small part was shipped frozen to Japan.

Korea: The prewar catch of tunas by boats operating from Korean ports was Insig-
nificant, since the commercial fishing grounds for these species were located In waters east
of Japan. Thus Korean-based vessels oould not compete with those operated from Japan Proper.
Catch figures are available for 19.T5-42 in the Fishery Statistic Yearbook of Korea, published
\y the Korean Government General (Table 14). The species of trae tunas taken are not In-
dicated. The spearflshes were primarily marlins, with a few swordfish and sailfish occasion-
ally caught. Skipjack fishing was not practiced by the Koreans.

Formosa! Tuna fishing from Formosan ports was at first carried on In the seas to
the east of Formosa, primarily for skipjack. As boats became larger, operations were grad-
ually extended to the waters around the northern Philippine Islands, where long line opera-
tions for the black tuna were eepecially successful. In 1928 vessels based at Takao began
to operate in the South China, Sulu, and Celebes seas for yellowfin tuna and marlln. During
the early part of the 1930' s, operations became more intensive, and increasingly larger catches
were made by long line. This trend is shown in the records of landings of tunas (excluding
skipjack) and spearflshes at Formosan ports for the years 1927-36 (Table 15). Catch statis-
tics after 1936 are not available. A breakdown of the 1936 catch by types of fishing gear
is posfiible (Table 16) and indicates that the pole and line (for skipjack) and the long line
(for other tunas and for spearflshAs) were the principal methods used, as In Japan Proper,
for catching these pelagic species.

Bj See pp 51 and 52
9/ See Table 20

10/ Most experts etate that It requires three years to train an experienced eklpjack fish-

erman.
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Southwest Pacific: In the Japanese Mandated Islands fishing was traditionally car-
ried on hy the natives who operated small hand-propelled boats near the atolls and islands.

Tuna and spearfish were occasionally taiken hy trolling a feather jig behind a sailing out-

rigger canoe or to' line fishing in depths to about 40 mnters. The amount caught was neg-
ligible.

Soon after the Jayar.ese obtained control of the islnnds (at the end of World War I)

they began to take an interest in developing certain fishing operations in the southwest
Pacific. Between 1923. and 1925 several fishery experts were sent into the region to evaluate
prospects for establishing coirmeroially feasible operations. Favorable reports regarding the

presence of skipjack were brought beusk to Japan. Ease of fishing operations in calm seas and

the fact that fish could be taken in profitable quantities throughout the year were added

inducements.

By 1930 various companies had established bases in the Mandated Islands, the Phil-
ippine Islands, and the Dutch East Indies, primarily to take the skipjack. These conpanies
utilized iciported Japanese and Okinawan fishermen almost entirely. Although the density of

the skipjack populations in the southwest Pacific is low in comparison with those in Japs-
neee waters, the species can be found everywhere throughout the region. Therefore fishing
was profitable. Major difficulties, however, were caused by lack of sufficient live bait and

an inadequate supply of fresh water. When live bait waa available the intense heat of the

tropics killed the bait within a few hours. Therefore, operations were on a snail scale and

were mainly designed to catch the skipjack within 40 sea miles of the land bases during a

single day's operation. Minor quantities of small yellowfln tuna swimming at the surface
were also taken. Operation of boats over 30 tons was unprofitable in most of the localities,
tievertheless it was possible to make a good catch. Fisheries statistics published by the
South Sea Oovernment General (Table 17) show the trend in the development of the fisheries
noted above, a negligible catch of skipjack 11/ prior to 1930, then rapid expansion of the

fisheries during the following decade. Most of the skipjack was processed into katsuobushi

and shipped to Japan. The large quantities (Table 9) placed on the home market caused a drop

in the price of the processed article. Competition became especially severe in 1937. and

protests from J-i^anese producers caused the dovernir.rnt General of the South Sea Islands to

put into effect regulations limiting the number of skipjack bo'^ts that could operate locally.

Data on the catch taken by Jspanese-cont rolled companies in the Philippine Islands and the

Dutch East Indies have been either lost or destroyed during the war. The Js^ianese Tune. Fish-

ermen's Association, however, has managed to obtain enough information to Indicate the scope

of the operations in those regions (Table 18).

Tuna long line fishing was also practiced by the Je^anese companies in the south-

west Pacific, but on a very small scale (Table 19) because of the lack of capital and men
erperienced in this type of operation. Nevertheless, it soon became apparent that year-
round long line fishing might be profitable. Ease of fishing operations was another induce-
ment. Larger fishing companies in Japan began to show an interest in the southern regions,

and during the 1930' e, especially between 1931 and 1934, several companies euid research sta-

tions mnde surveys to determine the fishing areas and the density of the pcfpulations in the

broad area extending from the Mandated Islamds west through the Dutch East Indies into the

Indian Ocean. Their results (Tables 1 to 3) showed that poselbllities of developing huge

long line fisheries, chiefly for the yellowfln tuna and the marllns, existed In this vast

area.

Eiqjerlenced tana long line operators in Japan became aware of the evidence accum-
ulated on fishing posEibilltiee in the Mandated Islsmds region, and in 1938 they began to

send their large vessels to that area, primarily for yellowfln tuna and marlln. For a four-
year period (1938-41) boats made the long trip from Japan to the area where the Equatorial
Counter Current peieses through the Mandated Islands and were able to operate profitably.
The number of vessels sent was limited by the amount of fuel issued under Japanese amy and
navy control for such operations. Almost the entire catch of tuna obtained in the South
Seas was landed at Misaki. A few vessels operated from Tsuro and Muroto and landed their

11/ The figures for the skipjack probably Include the small anount of yellowfln tuna cap-
tured by pole and line fishing.
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oatcheg at thoss portai 'but their record* ao'e not available, A.t moatt acoordlag to report*
collected fron fl>hermen> the catch landed at other porti beeldee Mleakl amounted to aboat

6 percent of the total Mandated Xelande catch taken hy all Japaneie-based Teeeel*. The
catch talcen by lon£ line tana Teeiels baaed In the Mandated lelanda wae aleo Inalgniflcant
(Table 19). Therefore the record* kept by the Mlsakl Tlahernen'* iasoolatlon tell vlrtoally
the entire etory of Japan*** tana operation* In the South Sea* for epeole* other than the
•kipjack (Table 20).

Beoord* are complete for all Mleakl tana lon£ line operation* In the weetem Pacific
Ocean. They not only ahow the extent of tuna operation* In the Mandated laland* prior to

World War lit but permit conparlaon of flahlng efficiency between major fishing area*. The

Mleald. catch record* are preeented In three oategorle*: Japaneae water* from 30'>-40<>H lat-

itude: Byukyu and Bonln water* from 24°-.'V)0H latitude; and Mandated laland water* from the

equator to 340H latitude (Table 80). The fishing day* per Toyage and the average tonnage
of tha Teasel* operating in each of the three ar^a* are known for 1939. This permits cal-
culation of the average catch In aetrle tons per flehlng day per ton of vessel (Table 21).
On the basl* of these datat the mandated area, with a higher catch per unit of effort, was
profitably operated despite the distance Involved and the difficulty of fishing without
shore facilities. The principal tpecles taken was yellowfln tuna, followed igr sizable quan'-

titles of big-eyed tana and blank narlint with lesiser amounts of albacora» *wordfl*h» and
other marlln*, and a very small number of shark*.
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TABLE 4 - CATCH PER GROSS TON OF SKIPJACK VESSEL
(metric tons)
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